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Optical metamaterials exhibit distinguished properties such as negative refraction which are
unattainable with conventional media, and they have been widely investigated with the develop-
ment of nanofabrication techniques [1, 2]. Especially, hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) have
played a central role in nanophotonics since they can be used to access and manipulate the near-
field of a light emitter or a light scatterer [1]. The excitation of coupled surface plasmons (SPs)
enables HMMs to show this interesting feature [1]. SPs are collective oscillation of electrons at the
boundary between metal and dielectric [1]. In the case of layered structure composed of subwave-
length metal and dielectric layers, the boundaries between metal and dielectric are flat, and the
metal surfaces allow propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [1]. Electromagnetic (EM)
field brings the excitation of coherent SPs and is bound to the plasmonic boundaries in the sub-
wavelength layered structure [1]. This enables a collective response which can be interpreted as
hyperbolic dispersion relation through Effective Medium Approximation (EMA) [1].
HMMs have been widely investigated to use as metamaterials for partial focusing of radia-
tion [3], metamaterials nanolens [4], nanowire-based broadband HMM for nanophotonic chips and
metamaterial-based flat lenses [5], HMM cavities with dipole excitation for quantum optics and
on-chip quantum computing [6, 7], photonic spin Hall effect in HMMs for spin-dependent beam
splitters [8], semiconductor HMMs based on Si:InAs/AlSb for thermophotovoltaics and thermal
emission management [9], and nano-grooved HMMs for fast and efficient photon collection [10].
Furthermore, applications of HMMs exceeds beyond nanophotonics realm, covering such as Un-
ruh effect [11], magneto-optical effects [12], generation and focusing of terahertz photons [13, 14],
hyperlens [15, 16], and nanolithography [4].
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Schematics of metamaterials made of (a) stack of metallic (gold) and dielectric
(grey) layers and (b) metallic nanowires (gold) embedded in a dielectric host (grey). Repro-
duced from Ref. [1].
It is interesting that HMMs have hyperbolic dispersion relation which can act both metallic
and dielectric as a function of light propagation direction [1]. Theoretically, the structure dimen-
sions of HMMs should be much smaller than incident wavelength, so the dimension of unit cell
should be under 100 nm for visible wavelength spectrum in order to apply effective medium ap-
proximation (EMA) for design purposes [1].
Conventional HMMs are made of either a subwavelength stack of alternating metallic and
dielectric layers or a lattice of metallic nanowires embedded in a dielectric host (Fig. 1.1) [1].
While fabrication of nanowires is quite complex since it needs extremely high aspect ratio, depo-
sition of stack of layers is relatively simple [1]. Therefore, most of the experimental investigations
have been focused on layered HMMs with normal deposition of materials due to its simplicity of
fabrication [16–19], however, HMMs with biaxial constituent materials has scarcely been stud-
ied. The biaxial HMMs (BHMMs) which have asymmetric hyperbolic dispersion are attractive for
vortex beam generation carrying an orbital angular momentum [20] and for the spin-controllable
excitation of surface waves [21].
Although BHMMs have great potential to be utilized in such applications, most of BHMMs
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have been investigated only in theoretical predictions [22] or in finite-element simulations for such
interesting applications. This indicates that the major challenge remains in the fabrication of BH-
MMs. Taking this into account, fabrication and analysis of BHMMs will be covered throughout
this thesis along with special technique called oblique angle deposition (OAD) which enables the
BHMMs to have birefringent characteristics. S. Wang et al. had previously measured birefrin-
gence of OAD titanium dioxide (TiO2) as a function of deposition angle [23], and they figured
out the maximum birefringence of OAD TiO2 occured at deposition angle between 65◦ and 70◦.
Therefore, OAD TiO2 deposition with 70◦ was utilized to fabricate BHMM. An example applica-
tion of OAD TiO2 is the polarizing beam splitter which has been introduced by our group for the
separation of two states of polarization [24]. The previous successful research on OAD TiO2 led
the researcher to further research on the application of OAD TiO2 to BHMMs. To the best of our
knowledge, this research would be the first time for the fabrication of BHMMs in this approach.
Designed BHMM was made of a single layer of copper (Cu) and OAD TiO2 at subwavelength scale
in order to apply effective medium approximation (EMA) to extract hyperbolic dispersion relation
of the BHMM. Among various methods to measure the permittivity tensor of HMMs, including
total internal reflection (TIR) ellipsometry [25] and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) [26, 27], SE
has strengths on its simple and quick measurement. Fabricated BHMM was characterized via vari-
able angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) to extract permittivity tensors in x-, y-, z-directions.
Theoretical predictions through EMA and measurement results of both VASE and profilometer
were compared for experimental validity. Fabrication of BHMMs using OAD technique and mea-
surement via VASE provide relatively rapid and efficient way to achieve such devices, and may
encourage further research on applications of BHMMs.
Chapter 2 provides the backgrounds for design, fabrication and characterization of BHMM
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including Maxwell’s equations, wave equation, refractive index, permittivity, anisotropic media,
hyperbolic metamaterials, effective medium approximation, oblique angle deposition and ellip-
sometry. Chapter 3 presents design procedures for the fabrication of BHMMs. Chapter 4 describes
the fabrication process of BHMMs step by step using Cu and OAD TiO2. RCA (Radio Corporation
of America) clean, quick clean, e-beam physical vapor deposition will be covered. Chapter 5 ex-
plains experimental characterization including ellipsometric measurements and profilometer mea-
surements. Chapter 6 includes the discussions on comparison between theoretical simulation and
experimental results. Chapter 7 includes the conclusions of the thesis, and proposes future re-
search to advance research on BHMMs such as simulation of their optical behavior and increasing
the number of unit cell to supports high-k states.
5
2. THEORY AND BACKGROUND
2.1. Maxwell’s Equations
James Clerk Maxwell mathematically integrated relations between electric field and magnetic
field into four simple equations: Maxwell’s Equations, which are the basic in electromagnetic
theory of optics. There are terms for electric field E, magnetic field H , electric flux density D,
magnetic flux density B, polarization density P and magnetization density M [28]. Plane wave
can be expressed as [28]
E =E0ei(ωt−k·r), (2.1)
H =H0ei(ωt−k·r), (2.2)
where E0 is magnitude of electric field, H0 is magnitude of magnetic field, λ is wavelength, k
is wavevector which is 2π/λ , r is position, ω is angular frequency and t is time. The equations
related to electric, magnetic flux densities and electric, magnetic fields are described as [28]
D = ε0E+P , (2.3)
B = µ0H+µ0M , (2.4)
where ε0 ≈ (1/36π) ×10−9 F /m is electric permittivity in free space and µ0 = (4π) ×10−7 H/m










∇ ·E = 0, (2.7)
∇ ·H = 0. (2.8)
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2.2. Wave Equation
A wave equation is a necessary condition for E and H to satisfy Maxwell’s equations [28].













Superposition could be conducted since both Maxwell’s equations and wave equation are
linear [28].
2.3. Refractive Index and Permittivity
In general, complex refractive index is defined as [29]
Ñcomplex = ñ+ ik̃ =
√
µεcomplex, (2.11)
where ñ is refractive index, k̃ is extinction coefficient and µ is magnetic permeability. Both of ñ
and k̃ are called optical constants [29]. k̃ could be ignored for lossless materials such as dielectric
and µ can have value of 1 for non-magnetic materials [29]. Complex electric permittivity is defined
as [29]
εcomplex = ε1 + iε2 = (ñ+ ik̃)2, (2.12)
and this relation yields
ε1 = ñ2− k̃2, (2.13)
ε2 = 2ñk̃. (2.14)
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2.4. Oblique Angle Deposition (OAD)
Oblique angle deposition (OAD) method allows fabrication of nanostructured columnar struc-
tures. Such nanocolumnar structures have birefringence characteristics in the plane of the layer [30].
In the OAD process, the substrate is tilted with respect to normal deposition direction [30]. Then,
atomic vapor is condensed on the substrate and forms microscopic nuclei [30]. Since vapor can-
not be condensed immediately behind the nuclei, as a result, a small shadow region forms behind
the nuclei and causes growth of nanocolumns with voids among them [30]. Fig. 2.1 (a) and (b)
represents deposition angle α (vapor flux angle) and column axis angle β . Fig. 2.1 (c) and (d)
demonstrate biaxial index ellipsoid of the OAD films [30]. Based on Eq. (2.23), an index ellipsoid










There are two empirical equations for the estimation of column axis angle as a function of
deposition angle: tangent rule and cosine rule. The tangent rule is defined as [23, 31]













Figure 2.1: A schematic of OAD process. (a) atomic vapor is condensed on the substrate with
deposition angle α (vapor flux angle) and forms nuclei with shadow region just behind the
nuclei and (b) nanocolumnar structures are grown with an column axis angle β with the i-, j-,
k-principal axes. (c) The OAD nanocolumnar structures leads to biaxial anisotropic ellipsoid
at an angle of β with a refractive index tensor with three distinct principal indices ni, nj, and
nk and (d) its top view from k-axis of the ellipsoid (c). Reproduced from Ref. [30].
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The cosine rule is defined as [23, 32, 33]






Among them, the cosine rule could calculate the column axis angle β more successfully if
deposition angle α is higher than 70◦ [23]. Biaxial HMM which will be designed in Chap. 3 re-
quires higher in-plane birefringence in order to obtain bigger difference in effective permittivities
εxx and εyy (Eqs. (2.29)-(2.30)). The maximum in-plane birefringence ∆n of OAD TiO2 is known
as 0.065 at deposition angle α of 70◦ [23]. Therefore, the cosine rule is used to estimate column
axis angle in our BHMM design. Based on the cosine rule (Eq. (2.17)), the column axis angle is
calculated as 51◦.
2.5. Anisotropic Media
Electric flux densityD in a linear anisotropic dielectric medium is described as [28]
Di = ∑
j
εi jE j (D = εE), (2.18)
where i, j = 1,2,3 for x, y, z components. From the above equation, electric permittivity tensor of
second rank ε which is a 3× 3 matrix can be achieved. For more details, Eq. (2.18) is expanded to
Dx = ε11Ex + ε12Ey + ε13Ez,
Dy = ε21Ex + ε22Ey + ε23Ez,
Dz = ε31Ex + ε32Ey + ε33Ez,
(2.19)
9
















Off-diagonal elements of permittivity tensor ε can be zero after matrix diagonalization. The







Based on Eq. (2.21), principal axes can be defined as xprincipal , yprincipal and zprincipal . Princi-
pal refractive indices nx,principal , ny,principal and nz,principal can be achieved using the permittivities



















Isotropic, uniaxial and biaxial materials can be determined based on the three principal re-
fractive indices nx,principal , ny,principal and nz,principal [28]. Isotropic materials have all the same
three principal refractive indices. Uniaxial materials have two same principal refractive indices
among the three, and these are not equal to the other. Biaxial materials have all different three
principal refractive indices.
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2.6. Effective Medium Approximation
Effective Medium Approximation (EMA) is regularly used to model composite materials into
one macroscopic homogeneous material in order to obtain an acceptable result using properties of
the constituent materials. A condition to apply EMA is the thickness of each layer should be much
smaller than the wavelength of incident light (Fig. 2.2) [34].
There are two common EMA models: Maxwell-Garnett EMA and Bruggeman EMA. Brugge-
man EMA has a specialty in modeling percolation over Maxwell-Garnett EMA [36]. For example,
Bruggeman EMA was applied to model metal-insulator transition which was treated as perco-
lation [37]. The metal-insulator transition is the process of growth of metallic domain on in-
sulating domain, and it forms inhomogeneous composite which contains metallic and insulating
domains [37]. Maxwell-Garnett EMA describes the bulk effective permittivity of a composite ma-
terial which is composed of host material and inclusion material [34]. An assumption posed on
Maxwell-Garnett EMA is low-volume fraction of the conductive materials [36]. The Maxwell-
Garnett EMA can specifically be applied to metallic/dielectric layered structure where metal can
be regarded as inclusion and dielectric can be considered as host material [34]. Since design of bi-
axial HMMs (See details in Chap. 3) has small fraction (20%) of metal layer over dielectric layer,





Figure 2.2: (a) Two layers of εa and εb which are much smaller than the wavelength of in-
cident light can be regarded as (b) one effective medium with εe f f ective. Reproduced from
Ref. [35].
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where εhost is permittivity of host material, εconstituent is permittivity of constituent material which
is not host material, f is filling fraction of constituent material in the composite, and κ is screening
factor determined by shape and orientation of the inclusions. The screening factor κ is related to
Lorentz depolarization factor L as [34]
κ = (1−L)/L. (2.25)








where ai, a j, and ak are semiaxes of ellipsoidal particles. κ screening factor will be infinity when
L depolarization factor is near zero for perpendicular direction to surface normal, and κ screen-
ing factor will be zero when L depolarization factor is one for parallel direction to surface nor-
mal (Fig. 2.3) [38].
For uniaxial HMMs composed of multiple layers of metal and dielectric, L depolarization







Figure 2.3: Cross-sections of a layered structure with (a) the parallel configuration of no
screening charges (depolarization factor = 1) and (b) the perpendicular configuration of max-
imum screening charges (depolarization factor = 0) with respect to the external electric field
Eext . Reproduced from Ref. [38].
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normal), and L depolarization factor of one is put into Eq. (2.24) for z-direction (parallel direction
to surface normal) yield [1, 39]










where εd is permittivity of dielectric, εm is permittivity of metal, and filling ratio p = tm/(tm+td) is
volume ratio of metal in a unit cell where td is thickness of dielectric layer and tm is thickness of
metal layer. For the BHMM which will be designed using isotropic Cu layer and biaxial oblique
angle deposited (OAD) TiO2 layer, the components of the permittivity tensor of OAD dielectric in
x-, y-, z-directions are εOADx, εOADy, εOADz. The effective permittivity tensors of BHMM in x-, y-,
z-directions can be expressed as [22, 39, 40]
εxx =














Fig. 2.4 describes permittivities of OAD TiO2 in x-, y-, z-directions and permittivity of Cu.
Although an index ellipsoid of OAD film described in Fig. 2.1c is tilted with an column axis angle
β , we will extract optical constants and permittivities of OAD TiO2 in laboratory frame of x-, y-,
z-directions in order to apply the permittivities into Eqs. (2.29)-(2.31). Extraction of optical con-














Figure 2.4: (a) A schematic of BHMM with permittivities of OAD TiO2 in x-, y-, z-directions
and permittivity of Cu and (b) its effective medium analyzed by EMA with effective permit-
tivities in x-, y-, z-directions.
2.7. Hyperbolic Metamaterials (HMMs)
The plane wave expression at Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are inserted to two curl Maxwell’s equation
in free space at Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). Then, two equations can be obtained as
k×E = ωµ0H, (2.32)
k×H =−ωεE. (2.33)
Eigenvalue equation could be obtained after put Eq. (2.32) into Eq. (2.33) as
k× (k×E)+ω2µ0εE = 0, (2.34)
which could be expanded in matrix form as

k02εxx− ky2− kz2 kxky kxkz
kxky k02εyy− kx2− kz2 kykz







where k0 = ω/c0 is the magnitude of wavevector.
For uniaxial media (εxx = εyy 6= εzz) with optical axis in z-direction, nontrivial solutions to
Eq. (2.35) yield dispersion relation as(











In Eq. (2.36), the first term describes waves polarized in the x-y plane (ordinary or TE
wave) and second term explains waves polarized in an optical axis plane (extraordinary or TM
wave) [1]. Isotropic media with 0 < εxx = εyy = εzz have bounded isofrequency surface (Fig. 2.5a).
Anisotropic media with 0 < εxx = εyy < εzz have elongated bounded isofrequency surface (Fig. 2.5b).
Hyperbolic dispersion relation for extraordinary polarization in uniaxial media can be obtained if
either εxx or εzz is negative. Materials having the hyperbolic dispersion relation are called hyper-
bolic metamaterials (HMMs). Two types of HMMs exist: Type I (εxx > 0, εzz < 0) which has
a two-fold hyperboloid (Fig. 2.5c) and Type II (εxx < 0, εzz > 0) has a one-sheet hyperboloid
(Fig. 2.5d) [1].
For biaxial hyperbolic metamaterials (BHMMs), hyperbolic dispersion relations could be
obtained through Eq. (2.35) with three cases: kx = 0, ky = 0 and kz = 0. Two types of biaxial
Figure 2.5: Isofrequency surface of (a) isotropic media (0 < εxx = εyy = εzz), (b) anisotropic
media (0 < εxx = εyy < εzz), uniaxial HMMs with (c) Type I (εxx>0, εzz<0) and (d) Type II
(εxx<0, εzz>0) hyperbolic dispersions.
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hyperbolic metamaterials (BHMMs) are defined as: Type I BHMMs (εxx > 0, εyy > 0, εzz < 0,
εxx 6= εyy) which have an asymmetric two-fold hyperboloid (Fig. 2.6) and Type II BHMMs (εxx < 0,
εyy < 0, εzz > 0, εxx 6= εyy) which have an asymmetric one-sheet hyperboloid (Fig. 2.7). MATLAB
codes for calculation of asymmetric hyperbolic dispersion relations of BHMMs are described in
Appendix. A.1.
Figure 2.6: Isofrequency surface of Type I BHMMs (εxx > 0, εyy > 0, εzz < 0, εxx 6= εyy) with
εxx = 0.4, εyy = 0.2, εzz = -0.5: (a) its view from kx-axis, (b) ky-axis and (c) kz-axis.
Figure 2.7: Isofrequency surface of Type II BHMMs (εxx < 0, εyy < 0, εzz > 0, εxx 6= εyy) with
εxx = -0.4, εyy = -0.2, εzz = 0.5: (a) its view from kx-axis, (b) ky-axis and (d) kz-axis.
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2.8. Ellipsometry
Ellipsometry is non-destructive optical measurement system which can mainly extract optical
constants and thickness of thin films. The polarized beam is illuminated onto the sample, and the
change in polarization state of the beam caused by reflection or transmission will be analyzed via
the system (Fig. 2.8) [41]. The change in polarization state is characterized as [41]




where rp is reflectivity for p-polarized light, rs is reflectivity for s-polarized light, tan(Ψ) is mag-
nitude of the reflectivity ratio, and ∆ is phase.
Ellipsometry model fitting process will be conducted through N, C, and S. The N, C, and
S are the non-zero elements of the isotropic Mueller matrix, and are related to Ψ and ∆. The N,
C, and S have strengths that the values are always defined and bounded between -1 and 1, and are
linearly related to the intensity harmonics measured by ellipsometry [41].
Sample
1. Incidence of linearly 
polarized light
2. Incident light reflects 
off sample
3. Analysis of elliptically 
polarized light
Figure 2.8: A schematic of ellipsometry measurement process with x-, y-, z-axes of laboratory
frame of reference. Incident linearly polarized light reflects off the sample, and changed
polarization status such as elliptical polarization is measured via detector. Reproduced from
Ref. [41]
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[(NRi−NGi)2 +(CRi−CGi)2 +(SRi−SGi)2]×1000, (2.38)
where n is number of wavelengths, m is number of fit parameters, parameters subscripted with
R are measured data, and parameters subscripted with G are model generated data. Lower MSE
value means better fit between measured and model generated SE data.
Cauchy dispersion relation is described as







where A is approximate amplitude for refractive index, B and C are for shape or curvature of re-
fractive index as a function of wavelengths. Transparent films, such as dielectrics, are analyzed
mostly via Cauchy model [41]. Biaxial dielectric films such as OAD TiO2 also could be analyzed
via Cauchy model in x-, y-, z-directions, and biaxial characteristics (optical constants) with the
tilted optical axes can be extracted using three Euler angle terms (φ , θ , and ψ) which are to rotate
the orientation of optical axes relative to the ellipsometer measurement orientation Fig. 2.9 [41].







































(c) ψ: Rotation of x’ and y’’ axes about z’ axis
Figure 2.9: A schematic of rotation of Euler angles. (a) φ is to rotate x- and y-axes about
z-axis. (b) θ is to rotate y’- and z-axes about x’-axis. (c) ψ is to rotate x’- and y”-axes again
about z’-axis. Reproduced from Ref. [42].
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2.9. Stokes Parameters
Stokes parameters (vectors) are utilized for the description of light polarization [43]. Optical
elements are described by Mueller matrix in the Stokes parameters representation. The four Stokes
parameters are described as
S0 = Ix + Iy, (2.40)
S1 = Ix− Iy, (2.41)
S2 = I+45◦− I−45◦, (2.42)
S3 = IR− IL. (2.43)
S0 is the total light intensity by summation of the light intensities of linear polarization in the
x-direction (Ix) and y-direction (Iy). S1 is the light intensity where Iy is subtracted from Ix. S2 is
the light intensity where the light intensity of linear polarization at -45◦ (I−45◦) is subtracted from
the light intensity at +45◦ (I+45◦). S3 is the light intensity where the light intensity of left-circular
polarization (IL) is subtracted from the light intensity of right-circular polarization (IR).
2.10. Mueller Matrix
The transformation of a Stokes vector can be described as 4×4 matrix which is called a
Mueller matrix [43].
For an isotropic media, the Mueller matrix can be expressed as [41]
MIsotropic =

1 −N 0 0
−N 1 0 0
0 0 C S
0 0 −S C
 . (2.44)
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N, C, and S are defined as [41]
N = cos(2Ψ), (2.45)
C = sin(2Ψ)cos(∆), (2.46)
S = sin(2Ψ)sin(∆), (2.47)
where Ψ and ∆ are ellipsometry parameters which were covered in Sec. 2.8.
For an anisotropic media, the Mueller matrix is [44]
MAnisotropic =

1 −Na−αps Csp +ζ1 Ssp +ζ2
−Na−αsp 1−αsp−αps −Csp +ζ1 −Ssp +ζ2
Cps +ξ1 −Cps +ξ1 Ca +β1 Sa +β2
−Sps +ξ2 Sps +ξ2 −Sa +β2 Ca−β1
 . (2.48)
The terms in Eq. 2.48 are defined as [44]
Na = (1− γ2− γ2ps− γ2sp)/Da (2.49)
γ = tanΨ (2.50)
γps = tanΨps (2.51)
γsp = tanΨsp (2.52)
Da = (1+ γ2 + γ2ps + γ
2
sp) (2.53)
Sa = 2γ sin(∆)/Da (2.54)
Ca = 2γ cos(∆)/Da (2.55)
Sps = 2γps sin(∆ps)/Da (2.56)
Cps = 2γps cos(∆ps)/Da (2.57)
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Ssp = 2γsp sin(∆sp)/Da (2.58)
Csp = 2γsp cos(∆sp)/Da (2.59)
αsp = 2γsp/Da (2.60)
αps = 2γps/Da (2.61)
β1 = (CspCps +SspSps)Da/2 (2.62)
β2 = (SspCps−CspSps)Da/2 (2.63)
ζ1 = (CCps +SSps)Da/2 (2.64)
ζ2 = (CSps−SCps)Da/2 (2.65)
ξ1 = (CCsp +SSsp)Da/2 (2.66)
ξ2 = (CSsp−SCsp)Da/2 (2.67)
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3. DESIGN
In contrast to conventional HMMs, biaxial HMMs (BHMMs) incorporate a birefringent el-
ement and have asymmetric hyperbolic dispersion. One of recent studies had proposed BHMMs
composed of black phosphorus (BP) as an anisotropic material and gold (Au) thin films [22].
However, the study was confined to only theoretical demonstration and left real fabrication and
measurements on its optical behavior.
The design goal of BHMMs was set to have quick and reliable fabrications and measure-
ments. The materials selected for the design of BHMM were regularly accessible metal and di-
electric of copper (Cu) and oblique angle deposited titanium dioxide (OAD TiO2). The OAD
technique substantially eases the achievement of biaxial components with only a 70-degree stage
in physical vapor deposition (PVD) process. Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE)
was used to extract optical constants of biaxial HMMs. On top of that, thickness of biaxial HMMs
was measured physically with profilometer. Both VASE data and profilometer data would give
reliability on the results.
Effective medium approximation (EMA) was utilized to analyze biaxial hyperbolic disper-
sion. EMA has a condition which is the period of the structure should be much smaller than the
incident wavelengths [34]. VASE measures optical constants in the wavelength range of 381∼ 894
nm, so the structural dimension should be under 100 nm. In addition, the portion of OAD TiO2
must be large enough within the period to obtain a considerable biaxial property of HMMs. More-
over, selection of fill factor, which is the thickness ratio between metal and dielectric, was also
considered to have ENZ (epsilon-near-zero) around 632.8 nm (Helium-neon laser wavelength).







Figure 3.1: A schematic of design of biaxial hyperbolic metamaterial (BHMM). 15 nm of Cu
layer would be first deposited onto the Si wafer and 60 nm of OAD TiO2 would be deposited
onto the Cu layer. The top layer should OAD TiO2 in order to prevent Cu oxidation.
thickness was determined as 75 nm with 60 nm of OAD TiO2 and 15 nm of Cu (20% of total thick-
ness) (Fig. 3.1). In order to prevent oxidation of the designed BHMM, OAD TiO2 layer would
be deposited on top of Cu layer. While the normally deposited Cu layer could be modeled in the
CompleteEASE program (J. A. Woollam) using default ‘Cu.mat (From Palik I: pp. 284-285, 207-
1823 nm)’ [45] as described in Fig. 3.2, there is no model for OAD TiO2. Optical constants of a
single layer of OAD TiO2 are required to calculate EMA for biaxial HMMs. In order to extract the
optical constants, a single layer deposition of OAD TiO2 was conducted prior to calculation. In
addition, a normal TiO2 single layer was also deposited onto sodalime glass wafer for the compari-







































Optical Constants of Cu Single Layer
n
k
Figure 3.2: Optical constants of a Cu single layer which is default Palik’s model in Comple-
teEASE program.
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son between normal TiO2 and OAD TiO2. After the depositions, refractive index of a normal TiO2
single layer was extracted via isotropic Cauchy model in the CompleteEASE program as shown in
Fig. 3.3, which would be explained in more detail in Sec. 5.1.1. Using the optical constants of a Cu
single layer and a normal TiO2 single layer, permittivities and optical constants of Cu/TiO2 uniax-
ial HMM were calculated through EMA using Eqs. (2.27)-(2.28) with 15 nm of Cu and 60 nm of
normal TiO2 (Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5). MATLAB codes for calculation of permittivities of the uni-
axial HMM are described in Appendix. A.2. Refractive index of OAD TiO2 in x-, y-, z-directions
were extracted via biaxial Cauchy model and utilized for EMA (Fig. 3.6), which would be dis-
cussed in detail at Sec. 5.1.2. Using Eqs. (2.29)-(2.31), the permittivities and optical constants of
the designed Cu/OAD TiO2 BHMM could be calculated via EMA as shown in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8
with 15 nm of Cu and 60 nm of OAD TiO2. MATLAB codes for calculation of permittivities of
the BHMM are described in Appendix. A.3. The designed BHMM has ENZ region near 625 nm
with in-plane permittivity difference of 0.13 and acts as Type II hyperbolic metamaterial after 625
nm. The resulting composition provides a biaxial hyperbolic dispersion according to theoretical
predictions of EMA as described.
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Refractive Index of Normal TiO
2
 Single Layer
Figure 3.3: Optical constants of a normal TiO2 single layer of 61.4 ± 0.05 nm which was
measured and analyzed with Cauchy model in ellipsometry.



























Figure 3.4: EMA calculation of permittivities of uniaxial hyperbolic metamaterial composed
of 15 nm of Cu and 60 nm of normal TiO2 using Eq. (2.27) and Eq. (2.28).
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Figure 3.5: EMA calculation of optical constants of uniaxial hyperbolic metamaterial com-






Figure 3.6: Optical constants of an OAD TiO2 single layer of 52.5 ± 1.3 nm which was mea-
sured and analyzed with biaxial Cauchy model in ellipsometry.
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Figure 3.7: (a) EMA calculation of permittivities of biaxial hyperbolic metamaterial com-
posed of 15 nm of Cu and 60 nm of OAD TiO2 using Eqs. (2.29)-(2.31). (b) Zoomed graph of
(a) from 600 nm to 640 nm. After 625 nm, the BHMM acts as Type II hyperbolic metamate-
rial. In-plane permittivity difference of 0.13 is observed.
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Figure 3.8: (a) EMA calculation of optical constants of biaxial hyperbolic metamaterial com-




Designed biaxial hyperbolic metamaterial (BHMM) was fabricated through the deposition
of copper (Cu) and oblique angle deposited (OAD) titanium dioxide (TiO2) using electron-beam
physical vapor deposition (EBPVD) system (Fig. 4.1).
4.1. RCA Clean for Si Wafer
The contamination of bare silicon (Si) wafer is from certain organics, inorganics, ions, and
metals. The RCA (Radio Corporation of America) clean processes are required to remove the
contamination and composed of two steps: RCA 1 clean for organic dirts and RCA 2 clean for
metal ions.
Figure 4.1: PVD 75 EBPVD system (Kurt J. Leskser) for the depositions of films.
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4.1.1. RCA 1 Clean Process
To remove organic impurities, the RCA 1 clean process is essential. RCA 1 solution is com-
posed of ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and deionized water (DI
Water). Metal tweezers were used to handle the wafer in RCA 1 process. First, 30 ml of NH4OH
was added to 150 ml of DI Water in a Petri dish. Then, the Petri dish was heated to between 70◦C
and 80◦C on hotplate. The next step was to add 30 ml of H2O2 into the Petri dish. The bare silicon
wafer was then immersed into the Petri dish for ten minutes. Finally, the wafer was rinsed with DI
water, and spin-dried.
4.1.2. RCA 2 Clean Process
The purpose of the RCA 2 process is to remove metal ions. RCA 2 solution is composed
of hydrochloric acid (HCl), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and deionized water (DI Water). Plastic
tweezers were used to handle the wafer in RCA 2 process. First, 30 ml of HCl was added to 180
ml of DI Water. Then, the Petri dish was heated to between 70◦C and 80◦C on hotplate. The next
step was to add 30 ml of H2O2 into the Petri dish. The Si wafer processed in RCA 1 clean process
was then immersed into the Petri dish for ten minutes. Finally, the wafer was rinsed with DI water,
and spin-dried.
4.2. Quick Clean for Sodalime Glass Wafer
Sodalime glass wafers were used to deposit a single layer of TiO2, OAD TiO2, and Cu to
extract their optical constants. Before the deposition, acetone was firstly used to remove organics
and greases. However, the acetone leaves some contaminants on the wafer because of its high
evaporation rate. The next step was to use methanol since it is efficient to take away residues and
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Figure 4.2: Acetone, methanol, isopropanol and DI water for quick clean of sodalime glass.
contaminants of acetone. Then, isopropanol was utilized to rinse remained methanol and acetone.
Finally, the wafer was further cleaned with DI water, and spin-dried (Fig. 4.2).
4.3. EBPVD Process
EBPVD is essential process to deposit Cu layer and OAD TiO2 layer. A schematic of overall
process is described in Fig. 4.3. An electron gun is placed outside of deposition region to prevent
contamination from evaporant.
4.3.1. Preparations
The deposition process was conducted via Kurt J. Lesker PVD 75 system. The graphite
crucible (Kurt J. Lesker) was used to contain the evaporation materials. Two types of wafer were
used: Silicon wafer and sodalime glass wafer. Sodalime glass wafer (University Wafer, Thickness:
500 µm, Diameter: 100 mm) was used to examine a normal TiO2 single layer, an OAD TiO2 single
layer and a Cu single layer. Silicon wafer (University Wafer, p-type, 0-100 ohm-cm, <100>, 1-
side polished, Diameter: 100 mm, Thickness: 525 +/- 25 µm, Grade: Test Wafer) was to fabricate















Figure 4.3: A schematic of fabrication of BHMMs using EBPVD system. Oblique angle depo-
sition of TiO2 was conducted with substrate placed at an angle of 70◦ resulting in nanocolum-
nar structures at 51◦ with respect to the substrate’s normal based on Eq. (2.17). Electron
beam from the electron gun is bent by magnetic field in order to avoid contamination of
electron gun from evaporant.
1/8” diameter × 1/8” long) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) pieces (Kurt J. Lesker, 99.9% Pure, 1-4
mm pieces). Finally, a 70-degree stage was utilized to deposit OAD TiO2 layer.
4.3.2. Deposition of a Single Layer of Normal TiO2
Although the normal deposition of TiO2 was actually not necessary for BHMMs, the process
was conducted in order to compare normally deposited TiO2 and OAD TiO2. First, the graphite
crucible was filled three-fourths with TiO2 pieces. In case the material is not filled enough, a hole
would be formed at the center of the materials in the crucible (Fig. 4.4). Then, the sodalime glass
wafer was mounted onto the EBPVD stage (Fig. 4.5). Next, the EBPVD chamber was vacuumed
down to 5.00×10−5 Torr with cooling system on. The target thickness was set to 60 nm in the
33













Figure 4.5: Configuration of TiO2 normal deposition in EBPVD system.
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control panel, and the starting deposition rate was set to 0.1 Å/s which is the smallest deposition
rate in the EBPVD system. The settings for both of normal TiO2 and OAD TiO2 depositions are
described in Table 4.1. The starting deposition rates of 0.5 Å/s and 1 Å/s were also conducted, but
the EBPVD system shut off during the deposition process with a spike in the crucible. This is be-
cause TiO2 adsorbs water well due to bridging oxygen vacancies (BOV) [46], NBOV (concentration
of bridging oxygen vacancies) of 5% which is exposed to 0.1 L could be fully hydroxylated within
a few minutes even at relatively low vacuum conditions of 2.25×10−10 Torr [46, 47]. Typical base
operating pressure in the EBPVD system is 5×10−5 Torr, so the surface of TiO2 materials is likely
to be fully coated with water which is remained in the chamber under the pressure. Heating the
Table 4.1: EBPVD settings for normal TiO2 and OAD TiO2 deposition.
Tab Setting
Layer Tab SetPt = 0.10 Å/s
Final Thick. = 0.600 kÅ
Deposit Tab P term = 2
I term = 1.3 sec
D term = 0.06 sec
Pre Condition Tab Ramp 1 Power = 0.75%
Ramp 1 Time = 15.00 Sec
Soak 1 Time = 30.00 Sec
Ramp 2 Power = 1.50%
Ramp 2 Time = 15.00 Sec
Soak 2 Time = 30.00 Sec
Post Condition Tab Ramp Time = 60.00 Sec
Source/Sensor Tab Sensor Tooling (%) = 100.0
Max. Power = 10.00%
Error Tab Crystal Fail = Enabled (3 Counts)
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TiO2 materials via EBPVD system causes the water boil off at the surface of TiO2 materials, and
this would make a spike due to the boiling water. Thus, it is required to set the starting deposition
rate of TiO2 as the lowest and increase the rate gradually until 0.3 Å/s in order to give enough time
to evaporate the water. To start the deposition, E-beam was turned on with 1% setpoint. The depo-
sition rate was stabilized at 0.1 Å/s at the running time of 25 minutes, then the rate was changed to
0.2 Å/s. At the running time of 45 minutes, the rate was increased to 0.3 Å/s. Finally, the deposi-
tion of a single layer of TiO2 was completed at the running time of 93 minutes. The time required
for the deposition of TiO2 was quite fluctuating which might be caused by water adsorbing charac-
teristics of TiO2 material. Total two samples were fabricated. The thickness and optical constants
of the samples were characterized via VASE in Sec. 5.1.1.
4.3.3. Deposition of a Single Layer of OAD TiO2
Before the fabrication of BHMM, a single layer of OAD TiO2 was deposited to extract its op-
tical constants for EMA calculations. The thickness of OAD TiO2 would not be uniform because
the slanted 70-degree stage causes different path length from the crucible to the substrate, so it is
required to verify the thickness of the fabricated single layer of OAD TiO2 with input thickness
(Fig. 4.6). All the process was same with the process of normally deposited TiO2 except require-
ment of the 70-degree stage. The 70-degree stage was custom-made in house which can hold the
wafer properly at a 70-degree to the normal direction. A sodalime glass wafer was mounted on the
stage, and the system was vacuumed down to 5.00×10−5 Torr with cooling system on. The initial
setting for OAD TiO2 deposition is described in Table 4.1. The target thickness was 60 nm, and the
starting deposition rate was set to 0.1 Å/s because of the same reason with the process of normally














Figure 4.6: Configuration of OAD TiO2 deposition in EBPVD system. Slanted shape of 70-
degree stage causes different path length from the crucible to the slanted substrate, so the
OAD film thickness is not uniform.
To start the deposition, E-beam was turned on with 1% setpoint. After stabilization of the deposi-
tion rate of 0.1 Å/s at the running time of 25 minutes, the rate was changed to 0.2 Å/s. Then, the
rate was increased to 0.3 Å/s at the running time of 45 minutes. Finally, the deposition of a single
layer of OAD TiO2 was completed at the running time of 87 minutes. The time required for the
deposition of OAD TiO2 was fluctuating which might be caused by water adsorbing characteristics
of TiO2 materials (Sec. 4.3.2). The fabrication result is shown in Fig. 4.7. Total two samples were
fabricated. The thickness and optical constants of the samples would be characterized via VASE
in Sec. 5.1.2.
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Figure 4.7: The fabricated OAD TiO2 60 nm single layer on sodalime glass.
4.3.4. Deposition of a Single Layer of Cu
The deposition of a single layer of Cu is required to verify if optical constants of the thin Cu
layer are well matched with optical constants of bulk Cu. First, the graphite crucible was filled
three-fourths with Cu pellets. Next, the sodalime glass wafer was mounted onto the EBPVD stage
and the EBPVD chamber was vacuumed down to 5.00×10−5 Torr with cooling system on. The
initial setting for Cu deposition is described in Table 4.2. The target thickness was set to 15 nm
in the control panel, and the starting deposition rate was set to 0.5 Å/s. To start the deposition,
E-beam was turned on with 2% setpoint. The deposition process was completed at the running
time of 6 minutes. The fabrication result is shown in Fig. 4.8. Total two samples were fabricated.
The thickness and optical constants of the samples would be characterized via VASE using default
Cu model in the CompleteEASE program in Sec. 5.1.3.
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Table 4.2: EBPVD settings for Cu deposition.
Tab Setting
Layer Tab SetPt = 0.50 Å/s
Final Thick. = 0.150 kÅ
Deposit Tab P term = 25
I term = 1.0 sec
D term = 0.01 sec
Pre Condition Tab Ramp 1 Power = 2.00 %
Ramp 1 Time = 30.00 Sec
Soak 1 Time = 60.00 Sec
Ramp 2 Power = 4.00 %
Ramp 2 Time = 30.00 Sec
Soak 2 Time = 90.00 Sec
Post Condition Tab Ramp Time = 0.00 Sec
Source/Sensor Tab Sensor Tooling (%) = 100.0
Max. Power = 30.00 %
Error Tab Crystal Fail = Enabled (3 Counts)
Figure 4.8: The fabricated single Cu layer of 15 nm on sodalime glass.
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4.3.5. Fabrication of Biaxial HMMs using Cu and OAD TiO2
The designed biaxial HMM consists of Cu and OAD TiO2 on top of a Si wafer. In contrast
with previous used sodalime glass wafer, Si wafer was used as substrate in order to get a cleaner
surface of the substrate with RCA clean. To prevent oxidation of Cu layer, Cu was firstly deposited
onto the Si wafer and then OAD TiO2 layer was covered the Cu layer. First, RCA cleaned Si wafer
was mounted on the EBPVD stage for the deposition of 15 nm Cu layer. With the same condition
covered in Sec. 4.3.4, the 15 nm Cu layer was deposited onto the Si wafer. The next step was to
replace the EBPVD stage for the normal deposition with 70-degree stage. Then, the OAD TiO2
layer was deposited with the same process which was covered in Sec. 4.3.3. The fabrication result
is shown in Fig. 4.9. Graded color was observed since OAD TiO2 layer is not uniform over the
wafer because of the tilted 70-degree stage in the deposition process. The fabricated BHMM is
composed of 15 nm of Cu and 60 nm of OAD TiO2. Total two samples were fabricated. The
thickness and optical constants of the samples would be characterized via VASE using biaxial
EMA models in x-, y-, z-directions in CompleteEASE program in Sec. 5.1.4.
Figure 4.9: The fabricated BHMM composed of OAD TiO2/Cu/Si. Graded color was ob-
served because of the tilted 70-degree stage in the OAD deposition process.
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5. CHARACTERIZATION
5.1. Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (VASE)
A variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) was utilized to measure optical constants
and thickness. The α-SE J. A. Woollam variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry system with
CompleteEASE ellipsometry program version 4.72 was utilized for the sample characterization
(Fig. 5.1). The first step was to measure single layers of TiO2, OAD TiO2 and Cu with VASE, and
then optical constants of the three single layers were extracted to apply them to EMA model of the
biaxial HMM. Afterwards, the fabricated biaxial HMM was measured.
Figure 5.1: α-SE J. A. Woollam variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry system [48]
5.1.1. Measurements of single normal TiO2 layer
The single layer of normal TiO2 on top of a sodalime glass wafer was measured via VASE.
The three angle measurement with 65-, 70-, and 75-degree was conducted since it helps to use
entire delta (∆) domain and to average the data. After the measurement, the model for single
normal TiO2 sample was created. Details of the model parameters are provided in Fig. 5.2 and
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Figure 5.2: VASE Model for normal TiO2 single layer with fit on thickness, angle offset and
Cauchy parameters of A, B, C.
Table 5.1: VASE Model for normal TiO2 single layer.
Basic Model Glass with Transparent Film (with Backside
reflection).mod
Layer 1 Cauchy Film (Fit on A, B, C)
Substrate 7059 Cauchy substrate, thickness : 0.5 mm
Angle Offset Fit on
Table 5.1.
The ‘Glass with Transparent Film (with Backside reflection)’ model was used in Comple-
teEASE program (J. A. Woollam). The model had the substrate as ‘7059 Cauchy’ whose optical
constants are representative of many glass substrates [41]. For the transparent substrate, it is likely
to have the light reflected from the back surface of the substrate. This backside reflection was cor-
rected by the CompleteEASE based on collected depolarization data [41]. Since the thickness of
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the sodalime glass wafer is 0.5 mm, put this value into ‘Substrate Thickness’ in the model. Then,
‘Cauchy Film’ was set to the layer on top of the substrate since the TiO2 single layer is dielectric
material. Cauchy coefficients A, B, C, thickness of the ‘Cauchy Film’ was being fitted. ‘Angle
Offset’ specifies an offset to the nominal angle of incidence specified in the experimental data [41]
and was being fitted as well. Extinction coefficient k was assumed as zero and was not fitted in
this process since dielectrics are non-conductors, so their extinction coefficient in the VASE model
was zero. A total of three measurements were conducted on three different spots of the sample
for comparison and credibility. The fit results are described in Table 5.2. For the measurements
on three different spots, thickness was fitted as 61.4 ± 0.05 nm with MSE of 3.88, 61.2 ± 0.04
nm with MSE of 3.76, and 61.3 ± 0.05 nm with MSE of 4.24 respectively. The three results were
similar one another with low MSE, and the target thickness of 60 nm is well matched with the
ellipsometric results, so the results are reliable. ∆ and Ψ values of the three measurement spots
are described in Figures 5.3-5.5. N, C, and S data of the three measurement spots are shown in
Figures 5.6-5.8. Optical constants of normal TiO2 single layer were extracted as shown in Fig-
ures 5.9-5.11. Uniqueness fit on thickness was conducted as shown in Figures 5.12-5.14.
Table 5.2: Fit results of normal TiO2 single layer.
Measurement Spot 1 Measurement Spot 2 Measurement Spot 3
MSE 3.88 3.76 4.24
Thickness 61.4 ± 0.05 nm 61.2 ± 0.04 nm 61.3 ± 0.05 nm
A 2.103 ± 0.002 2.106 ± 0.002 2.114 ± 0.002
B 0.0139 ± 0.001 0.0133 ± 0.001 0.0135 ± 0.001
C 0.0053 ± 0.0001 0.0055 ± 0.0001 0.0056 ± 0.0002
Angle Offset -0.3◦ ± 0.02◦ -0.3◦ ± 0.02◦ -0.3◦ ± 0.02◦
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Figure 5.3: ∆ and Ψ of normal TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 1.
Figure 5.4: ∆ and Ψ of normal TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 2.
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Figure 5.5: ∆ and Ψ of normal TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 3.
Figure 5.6: N, C, S data of normal TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 1.
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Figure 5.7: N, C, S data of normal TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 2.
Figure 5.8: N, C, S data of normal TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 3.
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Figure 5.9: Optical constants of normal TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 1.
Figure 5.10: Optical constants of normal TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 2.
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Figure 5.11: Optical constants of normal TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 3.
Figure 5.12: Uniqueness fit of normal TiO2 single layer from 0 to 100 nm at measurement
spot 1.
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Figure 5.13: Uniqueness fit of normal TiO2 single layer from 0 to 100 nm at measurement
spot 2.
Figure 5.14: Uniqueness fit of normal TiO2 single layer from 0 to 100 nm at measurement
spot 3.
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5.1.2. Measurements of single OAD TiO2 layer
Column axis angle β of OAD TiO2 nanocolumnar structures at deposition angle α of 70◦ was
calculated as 51◦ in Chap. 2.4. Our research group had previously taken SEM (Scanning Electron
Microscopy) image of polarizing beam splitter composed of normal TiO2 and OAD TiO2 with de-
position angle α of 70◦, and the calculation of 51◦ is in a good agreement with the SEM image [24].
The single OAD TiO2 layer on top of a sodalime glass wafer was measured via VASE with three
angle measurement (65-, 70-, 75-degree). Details of the model parameters are provided in Table 5.3
and Fig. 5.15. Next, the ‘Glass with Transparent Film (with Backside reflection)’ model was cho-
sen in the CompleteEASE program. The substrate was chosen as ‘7059 Cauchy’ with inclusion
of 0.5 mm thickness for correcting backside reflection in the program. Then, ‘Cauchy Film’ was
changed to ‘Biaxial’ layer to extract nx, ny, and nz. Under the ‘Biaxial’ layer in the model, ‘Cauchy
Film’ was applied to ‘Ex’, ‘Ey’, ‘Ez’ components with all the A, B, C parameters fit on. ‘Angle
Offset’ was being fitted as well. ‘Euler Angles’ are composed of φ , θ , ψ which are terms to rotate
the orientation of optical axes relative to the ellipsometer measurement orientation (Fig. 2.9). All
Table 5.3: VASE Model for OAD TiO2 single layer.
Basic Model Glass with Transparent Film (with Backside
reflection).mod
Layer 1 Biaxial
Ex = Cauchy Film (Fit on A, B, C)
Ey = Cauchy Film (Fit on A, B, C)
Ez = Cauchy Film (Fit on A, B, C)
Substrate 7059 Cauchy substrate, thickness : 0.5 mm
Angle Offset Fit on
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Figure 5.15: VASE Model for OAD TiO2 single layer with fit on thickness, angle offset and





Figure 5.16: Three different spots 1, 2, 3 are measured along the film color variation.
the ‘Euler Angles’ were set to zero in order to extract permittivities in x-, y-, z-directions of labo-
ratory frame in order to apply the permittivities into EMA theory (Sec. 2.6) for BHMM. Since the
OAD TiO2 layer on the wafer is not uniform because of the 70-degree stage, three measurements
on different spot along the film color variation direction were required to check which spot is well
matched with the input thickness (Fig. 5.16). After the measurements, optical constants of each of
‘Ex’, ‘Ey’, ‘Ez’ were saved separately in order to apply these data into EMA model in the biaxial
HMM model. The fit results are described in Table 5.4. For the measurements on three different
spots, thickness was fitted as 69.8 ± 0.7 nm with MSE of 2.22 for spot 1, 52.5 ± 1.3 nm with
MSE of 3.19 for spot 2, and 47.2 ± 2.3 nm with MSE of 2.60 for spot 3. ∆ and Ψ values of the
three measurement spots are described in Figures 5.17-5.19. N, C, and S data of the three measure-
ment spots are described in Figures 5.20-5.22. Optical constants of normal TiO2 single layer were
extracted as shown in Figures 5.23-5.25. Uniqueness fit on thickness was conducted as shown in
Figures 5.26-5.28. The three results are similar one another with low MSE except thickness, and
the target thickness of 60 nm exists between spot 1 and 2, so the results are reliable and applicable
to BHMM fabrication.
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Table 5.4: Fit results of OAD TiO2 single layer.
Measurement Spot 1 Measurement Spot 2 Measurement Spot 3
MSE 2.22 3.19 2.60
Thickness 69.8 ± 0.7 nm 52.5 ± 1.3 nm 47.2 ± 2.3 nm
Ex(A) 1.674 ± 0.02 1.619 ± 0.04 1.586 ± 0.04
Ex(B) -0.0025 ± 0.006 0.0066 ± 0.01 0.0053 ± 0.01
Ex(C) 0.0037 ± 0.0007 0.0019 ± 0.001 0.0018 ± 0.001
Ey(A) 1.597 ± 0.02 1.517 ± 0.04 1.501 ± 0.05
Ey(B) 0.0169 ± 0.006 0.0310 ± 0.01 0.0263 ± 0.01
Ey(C) 0.0014 ± 0.0007 0.0002 ± 0.001 -0.0003 ± 0.001
Ez(A) 1.702 ± 0.06 1.657 ± 0.12 1.619 ± 0.13
Ez(B) -0.0033 ± 0.02 -0.0020 ± 0.05 0.0007 ± 0.04
Ez(C) 0.0034 ± 0.003 0.0027 ± 0.005 0.0022 ± 0.004
Angle Offset -0.5◦ ± 0.03◦ -0.4◦ ± 0.02◦ -0.4◦ ± 0.01◦
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Figure 5.17: ∆ and Ψ of OAD TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 1.
Figure 5.18: ∆ and Ψ of OAD TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 2.
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Figure 5.19: ∆ and Ψ of OAD TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 3.
Figure 5.20: N, C, S data of OAD TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 1.
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Figure 5.21: N, C, S data of OAD TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 2.




















Figure 5.25: Optical constants of OAD TiO2 single layer at measurement spot 3.
Figure 5.26: Uniqueness fit of OAD TiO2 single layer from 0 to 100 nm at measurement spot
1.
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Figure 5.27: Uniqueness fit of OAD TiO2 single layer from 0 to 100 nm at measurement spot
2.
Figure 5.28: Uniqueness fit of OAD TiO2 single layer from 0 to 100 nm at measurement spot
3.
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5.1.3. Measurements of single Cu layer
In the design of biaxial HMM, 15 nm of ultra-thin Cu layer is required. However, absorbing
ultra-thin materials such as the 15 nm Cu layer used to have different optical constants with those
of bulk materials [49]. To overcome this problem, supplementing the spectroscopic ellipsometry
(SE) data with intensity transmission data (T) is good solution since the extra data could give more
unique results and reduce the model ambiguity for thickness and optical constants [26, 41]. A
15 nm Cu layer was deposited onto the transparent sodalime glass wafer, so the T measurement
can be conducted via VASE system. Three angle measurement was carried out for SE data first,
and then T data was measured via ‘Transmission’ mode at normal incidence in the VASE system.
A total of three measurements on three different spots on the sample were conducted for data
reliability. Details of the model parameters are provided in Fig. 5.29 and Table 5.5. After the SE
measurements with the T data, ‘Glass with Absorbing Film (with Backside reflection)’ model was
used in the model. The substrate of the transparent sodalime glass wafer was set to ‘7059 Cauchy’
with 0.5 mm thickness in the ‘Substrate’ of the model. Default ‘Cu.mat (From Palik I: pp. 284-
Figure 5.29: VASE Model for Cu single layer with fit on thickness and angle offset.
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Table 5.5: VASE Model for Cu single layer.
Basic Model Glass with Absorbing Film (with Backside reflection).mod
Layer 1 Cu.mat (From Palik I: pp. 284-285, 207-1823 nm)
Substrate 7059 Cauchy substrate, thickness : 0.5 mm
Angle Offset Fit on
285, 207-1823 nm)’ in the program was applied to the ’Layer 1’ in the model. Then, ‘Append
Data’ function in the program was utilized to add T data onto the SE data in order to fit on SE data
and T data at the same time. Thickness of the ‘Cu.mat’ and ‘Angle Offset’ were being fitted. The
fit results are described in Table 5.6. For the measurements on three different spots, thickness was
fitted as 14.5± 0.02 nm with MSE of 9.06 for spot 1, 14.6± 0.02 nm with MSE of 9.15 for spot 2,
and 14.3 ± 0.02 nm with MSE of 8.94 for spot 3. ∆ and Ψ values of the three measurement spots
are described in Figures 5.30-5.32. N, C, and S data of the three measurement spots are described
in Figures 5.33-5.35. Transmission intensity data of the three measurement spots are shown in
Figures 5.36-5.38. Optical constants of Cu single layer were extracted as shown in Figures 5.39-
5.41. Uniqueness fit on thickness was conducted as shown in Figures 5.42-5.44. The three results
are similar one another with low MSE except thickness, and the target thickness of 15 nm is well
matched with ellipsometric measurements, so the results are reliable and applicable to BHMM
fabrication.
Table 5.6: Fit results of Cu single layer.
Measurement Spot 1 Measurement Spot 2 Measurement Spot 3
MSE 9.06 9.15 8.94
Thickness 14.5 ± 0.02 nm 14.6 ± 0.02 nm 14.3 ± 0.02 nm
Angle Offset 0.6◦ ± 0.01◦ 0.7◦ ± 0.01◦ 0.7◦ ± 0.01◦
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Figure 5.30: ∆ and Ψ of Cu single layer at measurement spot 1.
Figure 5.31: ∆ and Ψ of Cu single layer at measurement spot 2.
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Figure 5.32: ∆ and Ψ of Cu single layer at measurement spot 3.
Figure 5.33: N, C, S data of Cu single layer at measurement spot 1.
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Figure 5.34: N, C, S data of Cu single layer at measurement spot 2.
Figure 5.35: N, C, S data of Cu single layer at measurement spot 3.
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Figure 5.36: Transmission Intensity data of Cu single layer at measurement spot 1.
Figure 5.37: Transmission Intensity data of Cu single layer at measurement spot 2.
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Figure 5.38: Transmission Intensity data of Cu single layer at measurement spot 3.
Figure 5.39: Optical constants of Cu single layer at measurement spot 1.
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Figure 5.40: Optical constants of Cu single layer at measurement spot 2.
Figure 5.41: Optical constants of Cu single layer at measurement spot 3.
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Figure 5.42: Uniqueness fit of Cu single layer from 0 to 50 nm at measurement spot 1.
Figure 5.43: Uniqueness fit of Cu single layer from 0 to 50 nm at measurement spot 2.
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Figure 5.44: Uniqueness fit of Cu single layer from 0 to 50 nm at measurement spot 3.
5.1.4. Measurements of Biaxial Hyperbolic Metamaterials (BHMMs)
Fabricated biaxial hyperbolic metamaterial (BHMM) composed of OAD TiO2 and Cu on
top of a Si wafer was measured via VASE. Among the fabrication process, 15 nm of Cu layer
was firstly deposited onto the Si wafer. Just after the deposition, the Cu layer was measured
and analyzed with VASE three angle measurement for the credibility of the layer. Then, OAD
TiO2 layer was deposited onto the Cu layer and biaxial HMM was finally fabricated. The model
parameters are provided in Fig. 5.45 and Table 5.7. Three angle measurement (65-, 70-, 75-degree)
was conducted and a large number of VASE data was gathered along the direction of color variation
in order to find out designed thickness of 75 nm (15 nm of Cu and 60 nm of OAD TiO2). In the
model, substrate was set as default Si substrate in the CompleteEASE program called ‘Si JAW.mat
(Si substrate, Herzinger et al., (multi-wavelength, multi-sample analysis))’. Next, ‘Biaxial’ was
applied to the ‘Layer 1’ and ‘Ex’, ‘Ey’, ‘Ez’ terms can be seen in the ‘Biaxial’ layer. Then, ‘EMA’
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Figure 5.45: VASE Model for fabricated BHMM with fit on thickness, angle offset, phi and
theta.
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Table 5.7: VASE Model for fabricated BHMM.
Layer 1 Biaxial
Ex = EMA (# of Consitituents = 2, Material 1 = OAD TiO2 (Ex) (Fig. 5.23),
Material 2 = Cu, EMA % = 20.0, Depolarization = 0, Analysis Mode =
Maxwell-Garnett)
Ey = EMA (# of Consitituents = 2, Material 1 = OAD TiO2 (Ey) (Fig. 5.23),
Material 2 = Cu, EMA % = 20.0, Depolarization = 0, Analysis Mode =
Maxwell-Garnett)
Ez = EMA (# of Consitituents = 2, Material 1 = OAD TiO2 (Ez) (Fig. 5.23),
Material 2 = Cu, EMA % = 20.0, Depolarization = 1, Analysis Mode =
Maxwell-Garnett)
Substrate Si JAW
Euler Angles Fit on φ (Phi) and θ (Theta)
Angle Offset Fit on
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was put to all the ‘Ex’, ‘Ey’, ‘Ez’ terms. ‘ of Constituents’ was filled with ‘2’ since the biaxial
HMM is composed of Cu and OAD TiO2. As optical constants of ‘Ex’, ‘Ey’, ‘Ez’ of OAD TiO2
single layer were previously extracted in the Sec. 5.1.2, each of these data was applied to ‘Ex’,
‘Ey’, ‘Ez’ in the ‘Material 1’ of the ‘Biaxial’ layer. In the ‘Material 2’, default ‘Cu.mat (From
Palik I: pp. 284-285, 207-1823 nm)’ was used to all the ‘Ex’, ‘Ey’, ‘Ez’. ‘EMA % (Mat 2)’ in the
‘Ex’, ‘Ey’, ‘Ez’ was all set to ‘20.0’ since designed thicknesses for Cu and OAD TiO2 are 15 nm
and 60 nm each. The ‘depolarization’ in the ‘Ex’, ‘Ey’, ‘Ez’ is screening factor which was covered
in the Sec. 2.6. ‘0’ was put into the ‘Ex’-, ‘Ey’-directions which are parallel to the planar structure,
and ‘1’ was put into the ‘Ez’-direction which are normal to the planar structure. ‘Maxwell-Garnett’
EMA model was applied to ‘Analysis Mode’ in the ‘Ex’, ‘Ey’, ‘Ez’. ‘Phi’ and ‘Theta’ in ‘Euler
Angles’ and ‘Angle Offset’ were being fitted. Total five measurements were conducted for the data
reliability (Fig. 5.46). The fit results are described in Table 5.8.
For the measurements on the five different spots, thickness was fitted as 78.8 ± 0.2 nm with






Figure 5.46: VASE measurements on five spots of the fabricated BHMM.
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MSE 19.58 19.04 18.99 19.01 18.72
Thickness 78.8 ± 0.2 nm 77.9 ± 0.2 nm 78.3 ± 0.2 nm 78.9 ± 0.2 nm 78.6 ± 0.2 nm
Phi -23.9◦ ± 0.5◦ -24.4◦ ± 0.5◦ -23.7◦ ± 0.5◦ -22.6◦ ± 0.5◦ -22.0◦ ± 0.5◦
Theta -32.8◦ ± 0.1◦ -32.4◦ ± 0.1◦ -32.4◦ ± 0.1◦ -32.4◦ ± 0.1◦ -32.1◦ ± 0.1◦
Angle Offset 1.4◦ ± 0.1◦ 1.4◦ ± 0.1◦ 1.5◦ ± 0.1◦ 1.5◦ ± 0.1◦ 1.5◦ ± 0.1◦
of 18.99 for spot 3, 78.9 ± 0.2 nm with MSE of 19.01 for spot 4, and 78.6 ± 0.2 nm with MSE of
18.72 for spot 5. The measured thicknesses are well matched with designed thickness of 75 nm.
The MSE values around 19 are acceptable for biaxial sample since biaxial materials used to be
more complex than isotropic or uniaxial materials.
The Euler angles were obtained as φ = -23.9◦ ± 0.5◦ and θ = -32.8◦ ± 0.1◦ for spot 1,
φ = -24.4◦ ± 0.5◦ and θ = -32.4◦ ± 0.1◦ for spot 2, φ = -23.7◦ ± 0.5◦ and θ = -32.4◦ ± 0.1◦
for spot 3, φ = -22.6◦ ± 0.5◦ and θ = -32.4◦ ± 0.1◦ for spot 4, and φ = -22.0◦ ± 0.5◦ and
θ = -32.1◦ ± 0.1◦ for spot 5. As Euler angles were covered in Sec. 2.8, the φ is related to x-
and y-axes rotation around z-axis. Thus, fitted φ data which was obtained in the VASE measure-
ments could be explained as sample misalignment on the VASE stage, and the fitted φ values are
relatively small, so the values are acceptable. The θ data is related to rotation of y’- and z-axes
about x’-axis (Fig. 2.9). The fitted θ values might come from non-uniform thickness of OAD TiO2
layer throughout the wafer because of the 70-degree stage, or surface roughness of nanocolumnar
structures, or the 51◦ slanted OAD TiO2 nanocolumnar structures with tilted anisotropic ellipsoid
(Fig. 2.1). For the Euler angles measurements, it is suggested to conduct rotational Mueller Matrix
scan in VASE measurements [41], however, our group does not have VASE with the rotational
Mueller Matrix scan function. ∆ and Ψ values of the five measurement spots are described in Fig-
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ures 5.47-5.51. N, C, and S data of the five measurement spots are described in Figures 5.52-5.56.
Permittivities of BHMM were extracted as shown in Figures 5.57-5.61. In the figures, Epsilon-
Near-Zero (ENZ) is placed at around 625 nm and the difference between Ex and Ey values at 625
nm is 0.13 ± 0.001. In addition, dual ENZ regions which are separated by 6.7 nm were observed.
Above 625 nm, the fabricated BHMM acts as Type II biaxial hyperbolic metamaterials as its real
in-plane permittivities (x- and y-directions) are negative and out-of-plane permittivity (z-direction)
is positive. Uniqueness fit on thickness was conducted as shown in Figures 5.62-5.66. The five
results are similar one another with acceptable MSE, so the fit results are reliable.
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Figure 5.47: ∆ and Ψ of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 1.
Figure 5.48: ∆ and Ψ of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 2.
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Figure 5.49: ∆ and Ψ of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 3.
Figure 5.50: ∆ and Ψ of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 4.
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Figure 5.51: ∆ and Ψ of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 5.
Figure 5.52: N, C, S data of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 1.
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Figure 5.53: N, C, S data of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 2.
Figure 5.54: N, C, S data of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 3.
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Figure 5.55: N, C, S data of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 4.




Figure 5.57: (a) Permittivities of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 1. (b) Zoomed
graph of (a) from 600 nm to 640 nm. After 625 nm, the BHMM acts as Type II hyperbolic




Figure 5.58: (a) Permittivities of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 2. (b) Zoomed
graph of (a) from 600 nm to 640 nm. After 625 nm, the BHMM acts as Type II hyperbolic




Figure 5.59: (a) Permittivities of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 3. (b) Zoomed
graph of (a) from 600 nm to 640 nm. After 625 nm, the BHMM acts as Type II hyperbolic




Figure 5.60: (a) Permittivities of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 4. (b) Zoomed
graph of (a) from 600 nm to 640 nm. After 625 nm, the BHMM acts as Type II hyperbolic




Figure 5.61: (a) Permittivities of fabricated BHMM at measurement spot 5. (b) Zoomed
graph of (a) from 600 nm to 640 nm. After 625 nm, the BHMM acts as Type II hyperbolic
metamaterial with in-plane permittivity difference of 0.13.
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Figure 5.62: Uniqueness fit of fabricated BHMM from 50 to 100 nm at measurement spot 1.
Figure 5.63: Uniqueness fit of fabricated BHMM from 50 to 100 nm at measurement spot 2.
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Figure 5.64: Uniqueness fit of fabricated BHMM from 50 to 100 nm at measurement spot 3.
Figure 5.65: Uniqueness fit of fabricated BHMM from 50 to 100 nm at measurement spot 4.
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Figure 5.66: Uniqueness fit of fabricated BHMM from 50 to 100 nm at measurement spot 5.
5.2. Profilometer
A profilometer was used to measure the thickness physically from the Si substrate to the
height of biaxial HMM (Fig. 5.67). In the fabrication process, the Si wafer was fixed with three
clips in order to hold it onto the stage, so the three portions covered with the clips were not de-
posited with materials. Thus, the profilometer probe tip was placed at these portions and measured
the thicknesses. The measurement spot is described in Fig. 5.68. Two profilometer results were
obtained as Fig. 5.69. The first measurement shows the sample has thickness of 83.7 ± 3.6 nm
and the second measurement indicates the thickness of 73.3 ± 2.6 nm. The two values are nearly
matched with our target BHMM thickness of 75 nm as well as VASE measured thickness.
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Figure 5.69: The results of the thickness of BHMM through profilometer. (a) 83.7 ± 3.6 nm
for the first measurement and (b) 73.3 ± 2.6 nm for the second measurement.
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6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
For the final comparison, the permittivities of the BHMM sample of the EMA calculation
and VASE measurements are described in Table 6.1. The profilometer measurements of 83.7 ±
3.6 nm for the first measurement and 73.3 ± 2.6 nm for the second measurement (Fig. 5.69) are
well matched with VASE thickness measurements of 78.8 ± 0.2 nm with MSE of 19.58 for spot
1, 77.9 ± 0.2 nm with MSE of 19.04 for spot 2, 78.3 ± 0.2 nm with MSE of 18.99 for spot 3,
78.9 ± 0.2 nm with MSE of 19.01 for spot 4, and 78.6 ± 0.2 nm with MSE of 18.72 for spot 5
(Table 5.8).
It is observed that the experimental results obtained for the fabricated BHMM is in good
agreement with the predictions of the effective medium approximation (Fig. 3.7). The five VASE
measurements indicate that average MSE value of 19.1 ± 0.2 which is acceptable value for biaxial
sample, average thickness of 78.5 ± 0.4 nm which is well matched with target thickness of 75
nm, average φ of -23.3◦ ± 0.5◦ and average θ of -32.4◦ ± 0.1◦ which are acceptable as described
in Sec. 5.1.4. Thus, the fitted model resulted in an effective thickness of 63.5 nm for OAD TiO2
(p = 0.236) in the fabricated BHMM. Therefore, the fabricated BHMM is remarkably similar to
the designed BHMM with only p difference of 0.036. In addition, Epsilon-Near-Zero (ENZ) is
placed at around 625 nm and the difference between εx and εy values at 625 nm is 0.13 ± 0.001,
which enables biaxial hyperbolic dispersion. Dual ENZ regions which are separated by 6.7 nm
was observed as well. Above the 625 nm, the Type II biaxial hyperbolic dispersion is obtained
as its real in-plane permittivities (x- and y-directions) are negative and out-of-plane permittivity
(z-direction) is positive. The fitted Euler angles might occur from tilted biaxial ellipsoid of OAD
TiO2 nanocolumnar structures Fig. 2.1. More specifically, fitted φ might be related to the sample
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misalignment on the VASE measurement stage, and fitted θ of might be related to non-uniform
thickness of OAD TiO2 layer throughout the wafer because of the 70 degree stage, or surface
roughness of nanocolumnar structures, or the 51◦ column axis angle of OAD TiO2 layer. The
five measurements of the BHMM sample proved to have great repeatability and reproducibility
(Table 6.1). Therefore, the fabrication of a practical BHMM has been successfully demonstrated.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of EMA calculation, VASE measurements, and profilometer mea-
surements.




In conclusion, the researcher have successfully fabricated a biaxial hyperbolic metamaterial
(BHMM) using oblique deposition of TiO2 on Cu at subwavelength scale. By using 80% (60
nm) of OAD TiO2 in a period (75 nm), a noticeable in-plane permittivity difference of 0.13 ±
0.001 was obtained near 632.8 nm with dual epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) regions which are separated
by 6.7 nm. The fabricated BHMM acts as Type II BHMM after 625 nm. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time a biaxial hyperbolic metamaterial has been fabricated with this
approach. The fabricated device was characterized using variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry
(VASE) for extraction of the permittivity tensor. The results of experimental characterization via
VASE is significantly close to the predictions by effective medium approximation with average
MSE value of 19.1 ± 0.16. The thickness measurements by VASE and profilometer are all well
matched with target thickness of 75 nm. For future works, VASE measurements with rotation mode
would yield better results for Euler angle characterization of the biaxial materials. In addition,
increasing the number of unit cell have an effect on high-k modes, which is bulk polaritonic modes
having large momentum to light-matter coupling [50]. Thus, BHMM with large number of unit
cell should be investigated for the high-k modes. Our approach in achieving BHMMs provides
an advantageous path for rapid fabrication of such devices and implementation of their exotic
properties in a variety of applications in nanophotonics such as vortex beam generation carrying
an orbital angular momentum [20] and for the spin-controllable excitation of surface waves [21].
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APPENDIX A - MATLAB CODES
A.1. Calculation for Asymmetric Hyperbolic Dispersion Relations of Biaxial Hyperbolic
Metamaterials
1 %% MATLAB code for calculation of asymmetric hyperbolic dispersion
relations of biaxial hyperbolic metamaterials
2
3 clear all; clc; close all;
4
5 %% a. Type 1 - kx=0 TE exx =0.4 eyy =0.2 ezz=-0.5
6 z1TE1 = @(y) sqrt (0.4-y.^2); % function handle to anonymous function
7 figure (1)
8 subplot (2,3,1);




13 z1TE2 = @(y) -sqrt (0.4-y.^2);
14 fsurf(z1TE2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’r’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
15
16 view ([0 1 0])
17 hold on
18 %% a. Type 1 - kx=0 TM exx =0.4 eyy =0.2 ezz=-0.5
19 z1TM1 = @(y) sqrt (0.2+0.4*y.^2); % function handle to anonymous function





24 z1TM2 = @(y) -sqrt (0.2+0.4*y.^2);
25 fsurf(z1TM2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’b’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
26





32 %% b. Type 1 - ky=0 TE exx =0.4 eyy =0.2 ezz=-0.5
33 z2TE1 = @(x) sqrt (0.2-x.^2); % function handle to anonymous function
34 figure (1)
35 subplot (2,3,2);




40 z2TE2 = @(x) -sqrt (0.2-x.^2);
41 fsurf(z2TE2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’r’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
42
43 view ([0 1 0])
44 hold on
45 %% b. Type 1 - ky=0 TM exx =0.4 eyy =0.2 ezz=-0.5
46 z2TM1 = @(x) sqrt (0.4+0.8*x.^2); % function handle to anonymous function





51 z2TM2 = @(x) -sqrt (0.4+0.8*x.^2);
52 fsurf(z2TM2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’b’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
53





59 %% c. Type 1 - kz=0 TM exx =0.4 eyy =0.2 ezz=-0.5
60 z3TE1 = @(x) sqrt(-0.5-x.^2); % function handle to anonymous function
61 figure (1)
62 subplot (2,3,3);




67 z3TE2 = @(x) -sqrt(-0.5-x.^2);
68 fsurf(z3TE2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’b’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
69
70 view ([0 1 0])
71 hold on
72 %% c. Type 1 - kz=0 TE exx =0.4 eyy =0.2 ezz=-0.5
73 z3TM1 = @(x) sqrt (0.4 -2*x.^2); % function handle to anonymous function





78 z3TM2 = @(x) -sqrt (0.4 -2*x.^2);
79 fsurf(z3TM2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’r’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
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86 %% d. Type 2 - kx=0 TE exx=-0.4 eyy=-0.2 ezz =0.5
87 z4TE1 = @(y) sqrt(-0.4-y.^2); % function handle to anonymous function
88 figure (1)
89 subplot (2,3,4);




94 z4TE2 = @(y) -sqrt(-0.4-y.^2);
95 fsurf(z4TE2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’r’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
96
97 view ([0 1 0])
98 hold on
99 %% d. Type 2 - kx=0 TM exx=-0.4 eyy=-0.2 ezz =0.5
100 z1TM1 = @(y) sqrt ( -0.2+0.4*y.^2); % function handle to anonymous function




105 z4TM2 = @(y) -sqrt ( -0.2+0.4*y.^2);
101
106 fsurf(z4TM2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’b’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
107





113 %% e. Type 2 - ky=0 TE exx=-0.4 eyy=-0.2 ezz =0.5
114 z5TE1 = @(x) sqrt(-0.2-x.^2); % function handle to anonymous function
115 figure (1)
116 subplot (2,3,5);




121 z5TE2 = @(x) -sqrt(-0.2-x.^2);
122 fsurf(z5TE2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’r’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
123
124 view ([0 1 0])
125 hold on
126 %% e. Type 2 - ky=0 TM exx=-0.4 eyy=-0.2 ezz =0.5
127 z5TM1 = @(x) sqrt ( -0.4+0.8*x.^2); % function handle to anonymous function




132 z5TM2 = @(x) -sqrt ( -0.4+0.8*x.^2);
133 fsurf(z5TM2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’b’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
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140 %% f. Type 2 - kz=0 TM exx=-0.4 eyy=-0.2 ezz =0.5
141 z6TE1 = @(x) sqrt (0.5-x.^2); % function handle to anonymous function
142 figure (1)
143 subplot (2,3,6);




148 z6TE2 = @(x) -sqrt (0.5-x.^2);
149 fsurf(z6TE2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’b’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
150
151 view ([0 1 0])
152 hold on
153 %% f. Type 2 - kz=0 TE exx=-0.4 eyy=-0.2 ezz =0.5
154 z6TM1 = @(x) sqrt (-0.4-2*x.^2); % function handle to anonymous function




159 z6TM2 = @(x) -sqrt (-0.4-2*x.^2);
160 fsurf(z6TM2 ,’EdgeColor ’,’r’,’LineWidth ’ ,3)
161
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A.2. Calculation for Permittivities of Unaxial Hyperbolic Metamaterials




4 set(0,’defaultAxesFontSize ’ ,10);
5
6 %% STEP 1: Normal Deposition TiO2 - Refractive Index Data nx, ny, nz from
Ellipsometer
7
8 wl = linspace (400 ,900 ,500);
9
10 N = xlsread(’NTiO2_Single_Layer.xlsx’);
11 wl = N(:,1); %% Measurement Wavelength
12 n = N(:,2); %% Refractive index of normal TiO2 single layer
13 k = N(:,3); %% Extinction coefficient of normal TiO2 single layer
14
15 figure (1)
16 plot(wl ,n,’Color’,’[1 0 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
17
18 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
19 ylabel(’Refractive Index (n)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
20 title(’Refractive Index of Normal TiO_ {2} Single Layer ’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
21 L = legend(’n’,’Location ’,’southeastoutside ’);
22 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
23
24 e_real = n.^2 - k.^2; %% Conversion from refractive index to real
105
permittivity e_real




28 plot(wl ,e_real ,’Color’,’[1 0 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
29 hold on
30 plot(wl ,e_img ,’--’,’Color’,’[0 1 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
31
32 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
33 ylabel(’Permittivity (\ epsilon)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
34 title(’Permittivity of Normal TiO_ {2} Single Layer ’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
35 L = legend(’\epsilon(Real)’,’\epsilon(Img)’,’Location ’,’southeastoutside ’)
;
36 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
37
38 e_real = interp1(wl ,e_real ,wl ,’pchip’); %% Piecewise Cubic Hermite
Interpolating Polynomial
39 e_img = interp1(wl,e_img ,wl,’pchip ’);
40




44 wl_cu = Cu(:,1); %% Measurement wavelength
45 n_cu = Cu(:,2); %% Refractive index n of single Cu layer
46 k_cu = Cu(:,3); %% Extinction coefficient of single Cu layer
47
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48 e_cu_real = n_cu .^2 - k_cu .^2; %% Conversion from refractive index to real
permittivity e_real





53 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
54
55 yyaxis left
56 plot(wl_cu ,n_cu ,’Color’,’[1 0 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
57 hold on
58 ylabel(’Refractive Index (n)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
59
60 yyaxis right
61 plot(wl ,k_cu ,’Color’,’[0 1 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
62 ylabel(’Extinction Coefficient (k)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
63
64 title(’Refractive Index of Cu Single Layer ’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
65 L = legend(’n’,’k’,’Location ’,’southeastoutside ’);
66 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
67
68 figure (4)
69 plot(wl_cu ,e_cu_real ,’Color’,’[1 0 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
70 hold on
71 plot(wl_cu ,e_cu_img ,’Color’,’[0 0 1]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
72
73 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
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74 ylabel(’Permittivity (\ epsilon)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
75 title(’Permittivity of Cu Single Layer ’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
76 L = legend(’\epsilon(Real)’,’\epsilon(Img)’,’Location ’,’southeastoutside ’)
;
77 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
78
79 e_CU_real = interp1(wl_cu ,e_cu_real ,wl,’pchip ’); %% Piecewise Cubic
Hermite Interpolating Polynomial
80 e_CU_img = interp1(wl_cu ,e_cu_img ,wl,’pchip ’);
81
82 %% STEP 3: Application of Equations of Biaxial Permittivities - Effective
Permittivity
83 p = 15/60 % % Fill factor: Cu / Normal TiO2
84
85 e_CU = complex(e_CU_real ,e_CU_img);
86 e_NTiO2 = complex(e_real ,e_img);
87
88 Exx = (e_CU.*p + e_NTiO2)./(p+1); %% Eq. (2.33)
89 Ezz = (p+1) ./((p./e_CU)+(1./ e_NTiO2)); %% Eq. (2.34)
90
91 figure (5)
92 plot(wl ,real(Exx),’DisplayName ’,’Exx(Real)’,’LineWidth ’,1,’Color’,’[1 0 0]
’);
93 hold on
94 plot(wl ,real(Ezz),’DisplayName ’,’Ezz(Real)’,’LineWidth ’,1,’Color’,’[1 0 1]
’);
95 hold on




98 plot(wl ,imag(Ezz),’:’,’DisplayName ’,’Ezz(Img)’,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,’[0 1
1]’);
99
100 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
101 ylabel(’Permittivity (\ epsilon)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
102 title(’Permittivity of Normal HMM - Cu / TiO_ {2}’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
103 L = legend(’\epsilon_{xx}(Real), \epsilon_{yy}(Real)’,’\epsilon_{zz}(Real)
’,’\epsilon_{xx}(Img), \epsilon_{yy}(Img)’,’\epsilon_{zz}(Img)’,’
Location ’,’southeastoutside ’);
104 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
105
106 %% STEP 4: Refractive Index using Above Permittivity Results
107
108 nx = sqrt((sqrt(real(Exx).^2 + imag(Exx).^2) + real(Exx))/2);
109 kx = sqrt((sqrt(real(Exx).^2 + imag(Exx).^2) - real(Exx))/2);
110
111 nz = sqrt((sqrt(real(Ezz).^2 + imag(Ezz).^2) + real(Ezz))/2);
112 kz = sqrt((sqrt(real(Ezz).^2 + imag(Ezz).^2) - real(Ezz))/2);
113
114 figure (6)
115 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
116
117 yyaxis left
118 ylabel(’Refractive Index (n)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
119 hold on
120 plot(wl ,nx ,’-’,’DisplayName ’,’nx’,’LineWidth ’,1,’Color’,’[1 0 0]’);
109
121 hold on




126 ylabel(’Extinction Coefficient (k)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
127 hold on
128 plot(wl ,kx ,’:’,’DisplayName ’,’kx’,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,’[0 1 0]’);
129 hold on
130 plot(wl ,kz ,’:’,’DisplayName ’,’kz’,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,’[0 1 1]’);
131
132 title(’Refractive Index of Biaxial HMM - Cu / OAD TiO_ {2}’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
133 L = legend(’n_{x}, n_{y}’,’n_{z}’,’k_{x} ,k_{y}’,’k_{z}’,’Location ’,’
southeastoutside ’);
134 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
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A.3. Calculation for Permittivities of Biaxial Hyperbolic Metamaterials




4 set(0,’defaultAxesFontSize ’ ,10);
5
6 %% STEP 1: OAD TiO2 - Refractive Index Data nx. ny, nz from Ellipsometer
7
8 wl = linspace (400 ,900 ,500);
9
10 OAD = xlsread(’OADTiO2_Single_Layer.xlsx’); %% Import optical constants of
single OAD TiO2 layer
11 wl_oad = OAD(:,1); %% Measurement Wavelength
12 nx_oad = OAD(:,2); %% Refractive index nx of single OAD TiO2 layer
13 kx_oad = OAD(:,3); %% Extinction coefficient kx of single OAD TiO2 layer
14 ny_oad = OAD(:,4); %% Refractive index ny of single OAD TiO2 layer
15 ky_oad = OAD(:,5); %% Extinction coefficient ky of single OAD TiO2 layer
16 nz_oad = OAD(:,6); %% Refractive index nz of single OAD TiO2 layer
17 kz_oad = OAD(:,7); %% Extinction coefficient kz of single OAD TiO2 layer
18
19 figure (1)
20 plot(wl_oad ,nx_oad ,’Color’,’[1 0 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
21 hold on
22 plot(wl_oad ,ny_oad ,’Color’,’[0 0 1]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
23 hold on
24 plot(wl_oad ,nz_oad ,’Color’,’[1 0 1]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
111
25
26 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
27 ylabel(’Refractive Index (n)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
28 title(’Refractive Index of OAD TiO_ {2} Single Layer ’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
29 L = legend(’n_{x}’,’n_{y}’,’n_{z}’,’Location ’,’southeastoutside ’);
30 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
31
32 ex_oad_real = nx_oad .^2 - kx_oad .^2; %% Conversion from refractive index
to real permittivity ex_real
33 ex_oad_img = 2.* nx_oad .* kx_oad; %% Conversion from refractive index to
imaginary permittivity ex_imaginary
34 ey_oad_real = ny_oad .^2 - ky_oad .^2; %% Conversion from refractive index
to real permittivity ey_real
35 ey_oad_img = 2.* ny_oad .* ky_oad; %% Conversion from refractive index to
imaginary permittivity ey_imaginary
36 ez_oad_real = nz_oad .^2 - kz_oad .^2; %% Conversion from refractive index
to real permittivity ez_real




40 plot(wl_oad ,ex_oad_real ,’Color’,’[1 0 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
41 hold on
42 plot(wl_oad ,ey_oad_real ,’Color’,’[0 0 1]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
43 hold on
44 plot(wl_oad ,ez_oad_real ,’Color’,’[1 0 1]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
45 hold on
46 plot(wl_oad ,ex_oad_img ,’--’,’Color’,’[0 1 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
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47 hold on
48 plot(wl_oad ,ey_oad_img ,’-’,’Color’,’[1 0.8 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
49 hold on
50 plot(wl_oad ,ez_oad_img ,’:’,’Color’,’[0 1 1]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
51
52 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
53 ylabel(’Permittivity (\ epsilon)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
54 title(’Permittivity of OAD TiO_ {2} Single Layer ’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
55 L = legend(’\epsilon_{xx}(Real)’,’\epsilon_{yy}(Real)’,’\epsilon_{zz}(Real
)’,’\epsilon_{xx}(Img)’,’\epsilon_{yy}(Img)’,’\epsilon_{zz}(Img)’,’
Location ’,’southeastoutside ’);
56 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
57
58 ex_OAD_real = interp1(wl_oad ,ex_oad_real ,wl,’pchip ’); %% Piecewise Cubic
Hermite Interpolating Polynomial
59 ex_OAD_img = interp1(wl_oad ,ex_oad_img ,wl,’pchip ’);
60 ey_OAD_real = interp1(wl_oad ,ey_oad_real ,wl,’pchip ’);
61 ey_OAD_img = interp1(wl_oad ,ey_oad_img ,wl,’pchip ’);
62 ez_OAD_real = interp1(wl_oad ,ez_oad_real ,wl,’pchip ’);
63 ez_OAD_img = interp1(wl_oad ,ez_oad_img ,wl,’pchip ’);
64
65 %% STEP 2: Cu - Refractive Index Data (From Palik I: pp. 284-285, 207 -1823
nm)
66
67 Cu=xlsread(’Cu_Single_Layer.xlsx’); %% Import optical constants of single
Cu layer
68 wl_cu = Cu(:,1); %% Measurement wavelength
69 n_cu = Cu(:,2); %% Refractive index n of single Cu layer
113
70 k_cu = Cu(:,3); %% Extinction coefficient of single Cu layer
71
72 e_cu_real = n_cu .^2 - k_cu .^2; %% Conversion from refractive index to real
permittivity e_real





77 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
78
79 yyaxis left
80 plot(wl_cu ,n_cu ,’Color’,’[1 0 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
81 hold on
82 ylabel(’Refractive Index (n)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
83
84 yyaxis right
85 plot(wl_oad ,k_cu ,’Color’,’[0 1 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
86 ylabel(’Extinction Coefficient (k)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
87
88 title(’Refractive Index of Cu Single Layer ’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
89 L = legend(’n’,’k’,’Location ’,’southeastoutside ’);
90 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
91
92 figure (4)
93 plot(wl_cu ,e_cu_real ,’Color’,’[1 0 0]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
94 hold on
95 plot(wl_cu ,e_cu_img ,’Color’,’[0 0 1]’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
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96
97 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
98 ylabel(’Permittivity (\ epsilon)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
99 title(’Permittivity of Cu Single Layer ’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
100 L = legend(’\epsilon(Real)’,’\epsilon(Img)’,’Location ’,’southeastoutside ’)
;
101 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
102
103 e_CU_real = interp1(wl_cu ,e_cu_real ,wl,’pchip ’); %% Piecewise Cubic
Hermite Interpolating Polynomial
104 e_CU_img = interp1(wl_cu ,e_cu_img ,wl,’pchip ’);
105
106 %% STEP 3: Application of Equations of Biaxial Permittivities - Effective
Permittivity
107 p = 15/60 % Fill factor: Cu / OAD TiO2
108
109 e_CU = complex(e_CU_real ,e_CU_img);
110 ex_OAD = complex(ex_OAD_real ,ex_OAD_img);
111 ey_OAD = complex(ey_OAD_real ,ey_OAD_img);
112 ez_OAD = complex(ez_OAD_real ,ez_OAD_img);
113
114 Exx = (e_CU.*p + ex_OAD)./(p+1); %% Eq. (2.35)
115 Eyy = (e_CU.*p + ey_OAD)./(p+1); %% Eq. (2.36)
116 Ezz = (p+1) ./((p./e_CU)+(1./ ez_OAD)); %% Eq. (2.37)
117
118 figure (5)




121 plot(wl ,real(Eyy),’DisplayName ’,’Eyy(Real)’,’LineWidth ’,1,’Color’,’[0 0 1]
’);
122 hold on
123 plot(wl ,real(Ezz),’DisplayName ’,’Ezz(Real)’,’LineWidth ’,1,’Color’,’[1 0 1]
’);
124 hold on
125 plot(wl ,imag(Exx),’--’,’DisplayName ’,’Exx(Img)’,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,’[0
1 0]’);
126 hold on
127 plot(wl ,imag(Eyy),’:’,’DisplayName ’,’Eyy(Img)’,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,’[1
0.8 0]’);
128 hold on
129 plot(wl ,imag(Ezz),’:’,’DisplayName ’,’Ezz(Img)’,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,’[0 1
1]’);
130
131 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
132 ylabel(’Permittivity (\ epsilon)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
133 title(’Permittivity of Biaxial HMM - Cu / OAD TiO_ {2}’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
134 L = legend(’\epsilon_{xx}(Real)’,’\epsilon_{yy}(Real)’,’\epsilon_{zz}(Real
)’,’\epsilon_{xx}(Img)’,’\epsilon_{yy}(Img)’,’\epsilon_{zz}(Img)’,’
Location ’,’southeastoutside ’);
135 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
136
137 %% STEP 4: Refractive Index using Above Permittivity Results
138
139 nx = sqrt((sqrt(real(Exx).^2 + imag(Exx).^2) + real(Exx))/2);
140 kx = sqrt((sqrt(real(Exx).^2 + imag(Exx).^2) - real(Exx))/2);
116
141 ny = sqrt((sqrt(real(Eyy).^2 + imag(Eyy).^2) + real(Eyy))/2);
142 ky = sqrt((sqrt(real(Eyy).^2 + imag(Eyy).^2) - real(Eyy))/2);
143 nz = sqrt((sqrt(real(Ezz).^2 + imag(Ezz).^2) + real(Ezz))/2);
144 kz = sqrt((sqrt(real(Ezz).^2 + imag(Ezz).^2) - real(Ezz))/2);
145
146 figure (6)
147 xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
148
149 yyaxis left
150 ylabel(’Refractive Index (n)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
151 hold on
152 plot(wl ,nx ,’-’,’DisplayName ’,’nx’,’LineWidth ’,1,’Color’,’[1 0 0]’);
153 hold on
154 plot(wl ,ny ,’-’,’DisplayName ’,’ny’,’LineWidth ’,1,’Color’,’[0 0 1]’);
155 hold on




160 ylabel(’Extinction Coefficient (k)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
161 hold on
162 plot(wl ,kx ,’:’,’DisplayName ’,’kx’,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,’[0 1 0]’);
163 hold on
164 plot(wl ,ky ,’:’,’DisplayName ’,’ky’,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,’[1 0.8 0]’);
165 hold on
166 plot(wl ,kz ,’:’,’DisplayName ’,’kz’,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,’[0 1 1]’);
167
168 title(’Refractive Index of Biaxial HMM - Cu / OAD TiO_ {2}’,’fontsize ’ ,16);
117
169 L = legend(’n_{x}’,’n_{y}’,’n_{z}’,’k_{x}’,’k_{y}’,’k_{z}’,’Location ’,’
southeastoutside ’);
170 set(L,’FontSize ’ ,16);
